Contribution of anthropogenic warming to California drought during 2012–2014
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Abstract A suite of climate data sets and multiple representations of atmospheric moisture demand are used to calculate many estimates of the self-calibrated Palmer Drought Severity Index, a proxy for near-surface soil moisture, across California from 1901 to 2014 at high spatial resolution. Based on the ensemble of calculations, California drought conditions were record breaking in 2014, but probably not record breaking in 2012–2014, contrary to prior findings. Regionally, the 2012–2014 drought was record breaking in the agriculturally important southern Central Valley and highly populated coastal areas. Contributions of individual climate variables to recent drought are also examined, including the temperature component associated with anthropogenic warming. Precipitation is the primary driver of drought variability but anthropogenic warming is estimated to have accounted for 8–27% of the observed drought anomaly in 2012–2014 and 5–18% in 2014. Although natural variability dominates, anthropogenic warming has substantially increased the overall likelihood of extreme California droughts.

1. Introduction

During 2012–2014, drought in California (CA) caused water use restrictions, rapid drawdown of groundwater reserves [Farnigelli, 2014; Harter and Dalihke, 2014], fallowed agricultural fields [Howitt et al., 2014], and ecological disturbances such as large wildfires and tree mortality [e.g., Moore and Heath, 2015; Worland, 2015]. The ultimate cause of the recent drought was a persistent ridge of high atmospheric pressure over the Northeast Pacific that blocked cold-season storms from reaching CA and stifled precipitation totals [e.g., Seager et al., 2015]. Tree ring reconstructions from CA indicate that the resultant 3 year precipitation shortfall of 2012–2014 has been matched less than once per century over the past several hundred years [Griffin and Anchukaitis, 2014; Diaz and Wahl, 2015]. Dynamical studies agree that the Northeast Pacific ridge that caused the precipitation shortfall was part of an atmospheric wave train originating from the western tropical Pacific due to warm sea surface temperatures (SSTs) in that region [Funk et al., 2014; Seager et al., 2014a, 2015; Wang and Schubert, 2014; Wang et al., 2014; Hartmann, 2015]. The observed ridging anomaly was stronger than the modeled response to tropical SST forcing [e.g., Wang and Schubert, 2014; Seager et al., 2015], however, and leaves room for contributions from internal atmospheric variability or anthropogenic climate change. Although it has been suggested that anthropogenic emissions enhance the probability of extreme Northeast Pacific ridging events without necessarily affecting the long-term mean state [Swain et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2014, 2015], model projections of increased extremes in cold-season precipitation totals do not emerge as relevant until the second half of this century [Berg and Hall, 2015]. Furthermore, observed CA precipitation totals indicate no long-term trend despite cooccurring increases in western tropical Pacific SSTs [Seager et al., 2015], climate models do not produce negative CA precipitation trends when forced by observed SST trends [Funk et al., 2014], and future anthropogenic climate change is projected to result in slight positive trends in CA precipitation totals [Neelin et al., 2013; Seager et al., 2014b, 2015; Simpson et al., 2015], all arguing against the likelihood of an anthropogenic role in the recent CA precipitation shortfall.

Importantly, there is widespread consensus that warming has intensified the effects of the recent precipitation shortfall by enhancing potential evapotranspiration (PET) [Aghakouchak et al., 2014; Griffin and Anchukaitis, 2014; Diffenbaugh et al., 2015; Mann and Gleick, 2015; Shukla et al., 2015]. Because warming is a well-understood and robustly modeled response to anthropogenic emissions of greenhouse gases, it is expected that warming-induced drying will continue for centuries to come [e.g., Cook et al., 2015; Diffenbaugh et al., 2015]. However, the degree to which anthropogenic warming and resultant increases in PET were responsible for the recent drought severity in CA is unknown.
Griffin and Anchukaitis [2014] used the Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI), a proxy for near-surface soil moisture [Palmer, 1965], to investigate the role of temperature in the recent drought, but they did not separate the influence of anthropogenic warming from natural temperature variability and their employed version of PDSI (from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)) uses a simplified formulation of PET. Mao et al. [2015] attempted to isolate the anthropogenic component of warming using a more physically based PET calculation but focused only on the Sierra Nevada Mountain region and spring snowpack, and simply characterized anthropogenic warming as the observed linear trend in daily minimum temperatures. Other studies investigate the effect of warming on the likelihood of severe drought events in CA [e.g., AghaKouchak et al., 2014; Diffenbaugh et al., 2015; Shukla et al., 2015] but do not directly address the anthropogenic contribution to recent drought severity. Each study noted above considers only a single climate data product without addressing the structural uncertainty across different data products. Here we quantify the severity of recent CA drought using an ensemble of data products and multiple PDSI formulations, determine the relative roles of individual components of the water balance, and determine the proportion of recent drought severity that can be attributed to increases in PET due to anthropogenic warming.

2. Methods

2.1. Palmer Drought Severity Index

We calculate monthly PDSI to characterize temporal and spatial variations in CA drought from 1901 to 2014: most humidity, wind speed, and insolation data sets do not extend prior to 1901. The PDSI is based on a simple two-layer soil moisture model and is locally normalized to reflect moisture anomalies relative to long-term mean conditions. PDSI is a primary tool used for drought monitoring in the United States [Heim, 2002; Svoboda et al., 2002] and generally agrees well with modeled and observed soil moisture anomalies [Dai et al., 2004; Cook et al., 2015; Smerdon et al., 2015; Zhao and Dai, 2015] and tree ring records [Cook et al., 2007]. While some recent studies have taken more complex modeling approaches to investigate the recent CA drought [Mao et al., 2015; Shukla et al., 2015], we use the PDSI because it allows efficient calculations of centennial-length records at high spatial resolution, which can be computed many hundreds of times with different climate variables, input data sets, and methodological schemes. The PDSI only reflects drought variability from a climatological perspective. Our results therefore do not explicitly reflect human water demand, stream flow and reservoir storage, or accessibility of groundwater. The PDSI also considers all precipitation to occur as rain, neglecting snow storage and subsequently delayed inputs to soil moisture and runoff. To assess implications of this latter simplification, PDSI is compared to modeled soil moisture by Mao et al. [2015] for the snow-dominated Sierra Nevada mountains.

Other studies also have used the PDSI to examine recent CA drought [Griffin and Anchukaitis, 2014; Diffenbaugh et al., 2015; Robeson, 2015]. A key difference between these studies, which use data developed by NOAA, and our study is the formulation of PET. The NOAA calculations involve the simplified Thornthwaite formula [Thornthwaite, 1948] that considers monthly mean temperature to be the only climatological driver of PET variability. This approach can overemphasize the influence of warmth when temperatures are high, and further inaccuracies are introduced by ignoring the nontemperature components of PET [e.g., Hobbins et al., 2008; Hoerling et al., 2012; Sheffield et al., 2012]. The more physically based Penman-Monteith (PM) formula [Penman, 1948; Monteith, 1965] considers the suite of variables affecting PET: mean daily maximum temperature ($T_{\text{max}}$), mean daily minimum temperature ($T_{\text{min}}$), humidity, wind speed, and net radiation. We use the PM formula and repeat calculations using Thornthwaite in some cases for comparison. Additionally, we use the newer self-calibrated PDSI (PDSI$_{sc}$), developed to make drought severity comparable among locations [Wells et al., 2004].

Consistent with several prior studies [e.g., Cook et al., 2004, 2007, 2010; Griffin and Anchukaitis, 2014], we focus on June–August (JJA). PDSI$_{sc}$ is an integration of hydroclimate over multiple months to several years [Guttman, 1998] and summer is the ideal season for characterizing drought intensity in CA for two reasons: (1) it is when drought effects tend to be most critical; and (2) it is when PDSI$_{sc}$ is most accurate in mountain regions because snowpack has melted or is at a minimum [e.g., Dai et al., 2004]. To facilitate interpretation, each grid cell’s annual record of JJA PDSI$_{sc}$ is normalized so that two PDSI$_{sc}$ units equal a 1 standard deviation departure from the 1931–1990 mean, retaining a similar variance in the records of JJA PDSI$_{sc}$ as is in the
monthly records. Again for interpretability, we renormalize statewide mean JJA PDSI_{sc} records. We use a 1931–1990 calibration interval in all PDSI_{sc} calculations to be consistent with NOAA methodology.

2.2. Climate Data

We calculate PDSI_{sc} records for all 432 combinations of four precipitation, four temperature, three vapor pressure, three wind speed, and three insolation data sets. Data sets are listed with references in Table S1 in the supporting information and described in Text S1. We bilinearly interpolate each monthly climate field for each data set to the spatial resolution of the PRISM data set (0.04167°) [Daly et al., 2004]. For each climate variable, data sets were calibrated so that climatological means and variances match during 1961–2010 (see Text S1). Uncertainties are high for humidity, wind speed, and insolation because they are largely based on models or observations of other variables [e.g., Dai, 2011]. Although consideration of multiple data products helps to characterize some of this uncertainty, data products are not all produced independently. Errors therefore may be recurrent in multiple data products (see Text S1).

2.3. Decomposition of PET and PDSI_{sc}

We calculate the influence of a given variable, or subset of variables, on PET as the PET anomaly calculated while holding all other variables at their mean annual cycles [e.g., Cook et al., 2014; Scheff and Frierson, 2014; Zhao and Dai, 2015]. Mean annual cycles were always defined over 1961–2010. For PDSI_{sc}, the contribution of precipitation was defined as PDSI_{sc_P}, calculated by holding PET at its mean annual cycle and only allowing precipitation to vary. The contribution of PET was calculated as the difference between PDSI_{sc_P} and a recalculated of PDSI_{sc} in which both precipitation and PET vary. We isolated the influences of the temperature and nontemperature components of PET by applying versions of PET in which only the component of interest varies. Contributions of subcomponents of PET and PDSI_{sc} anomalies were nearly perfectly additive, but all relative anomalies were rescaled to sum to exactly 100% of the total anomaly.

2.4. Effect of Anthropogenic Warming

Anthropogenic warming was isolated from that of natural temperature variability by considering four warming scenarios that are described in detail in the next two paragraphs. For each scenario, natural temperature variability is calculated as the observed temperature minus the anthropogenic trend. All records of anthropogenic warming and natural variability were calculated independently for T_{max} and T_{min}, each grid cell, and each month. For each warming scenario, we recalculated PET twice: once considering only the anthropogenic warming record and once considering the residual record of natural temperature variability. Methods were repeated from above to assess PDSI_{sc} anomalies caused by anthropogenic warming and natural temperature variability.

The four anthropogenic warming scenarios are defined as follows: (1) linear trend, (2) 50 year low-pass filter (using a 10-point butterworth filter), (3) unadjusted mean trend from an ensemble of climate models, and (4) an adjusted version of #3. The first two warming scenarios represent empirical fits to the observed temperature records during 1895–2014. Although a linear trend is commonly used to represent the anthropogenic effect, a linear fit to a centennial temperature record may underestimate the human effect on temperature in recent decades because radiative forcing during this period has increased relatively rapidly [e.g., Myhre et al., 2013]. The 50 year low-pass filter partially addresses this issue, but multidecadal natural temperature variability inhibits complete isolation of the anthropogenic effect with either the linear trend or the 50 year filter. Additionally, trends toward the end of the 50 year filter record are affected by boundary constraint assumptions. Although continued warming is likely, we pad the end of the temperature record with a repetition of the last 25 years in reverse order, likely leading to an underestimation of anthropogenic warming in the most recent years.

In the third and fourth warming scenarios, we use modeled records of T_{min} and T_{max} produced for the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) [Taylor et al., 2012] to represent anthropogenic warming trends for each month. Thirty-six models in the CMIP5 archive are used, based on the availability of T_{max} and T_{min} data for the historical (1850–2005) and future (2006–2099, RCP 8.5 [van Vuuren et al., 2011]) simulations. For each model, T_{min} and T_{max} are each averaged across all available runs for the historical and future periods, bilinearly interpolated to the geographic resolution of PRISM, and bias corrected for each grid cell so that monthly means during 1961–2010 matched observational means. We calculate 50 year low-pass filtered time series for each month during 1850–2099 and average across the 36 models. The resultant ensemble mean records for 1895–2014 represent the CMIP5 records of anthropogenic warming used in the
third warming scenario. For the fourth scenario, we linearly adjust these records to best fit the observations from 1895 to 2014. This approach reduces biases in the modeled trends but carries the implicit assumption that observed temperature trends are entirely anthropogenic in origin, which is a questionable assumption. For example, Johnstone and Mantua [2014a] indicate that some of the observed warming trend may be due to warming in the Northeast Pacific that is not linked to anthropogenic climate change, but also see Abatzoglou et al. [2014] and Johnstone and Mantua [2014b].

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Recent Drought Conditions

Figure 1a shows annual water year (WY: October–September) CA precipitation totals for 1896–2014 and demonstrates general agreement among the four gridded data sets. The WY 2014 precipitation total was the third lowest (fourth lowest for Global Precipitation Climatology Centre (GPCC) [Schneider et al., 2014]) on record (behind WYs 1977 and 1924) and WY 2012–2014 precipitation was the lowest (third lowest for GPCC) 3 year running average on record (Figure S1a). The effects of the recent precipitation deficit have been amplified by positive PET anomalies. Figure 1b shows the 108 records of WY PET, calculated from all combinations of temperature, humidity, wind, and insolation data sets. Among the PET records, 32 include data for 2014. WY 2014 PET was 9–12% above average and the highest on record in every case. PET for WY 2012–2014 was 7–9% above average and either the highest or second highest (behind WY 2007–2009) on record (Figure S1b).
All PET data sets indicate positive and significant trends during WY 1949–2014, ranging from 8.2 to 13.7 mm/decade when considering linear trends. These trends are almost entirely due to warming. Since WY 1949, warming positively forced PET by 10–12 mm/decade (65–82 mm total), equivalent to 10–13% of the mean WY precipitation (Figure 1c). The VOSE [Vose et al., 2014], BEST [Rohde et al., 2013], and TopoWx (which only goes back to 1948 [Oyler et al., 2015]) data sets indicate that the temperature contribution to PET was highest on record in 2014 while PRISM indicates that the temperature contribution was higher in 1934. All four data sets agree that the temperature contribution to PET during WY 2012–2014 was substantially higher than that of any other 3 year period on record (Figure S1c).

Nontemperature variables account for approximately one third of WY PET variability (Figure 1d), although much uncertainty exists among the nontemperature data sets. Nearly all interannual variability and inter-data set spread in nontemperature PET (Figure 1d) are due to contributions from vapor pressure and wind speed (Figures 1e–1g). According to the data sets considered, positive wind speed trends contributed positively to PET (4.5 to 4.8 mm/dec), positive humidity trends contributed negatively (–3.5 to –4.0 mm/dec), and insolation had a minimal influence due to very low interannual variability in warm-season insolation relative to the mean. Prior to 1948, trends in the nontemperature components of PET are much less certain due to a nearly complete lack of pre-1948 observational data [e.g., Dai, 2011].

Within CA, PET trends were spatially heterogeneous, with much of the Central Valley experiencing reduced PET during the second half of the twentieth century due to suppressed daytime warming and increased humidity, consistent with the effects of increased irrigation [Lobell and Bonfils, 2008]. These results are broadly consistent with observed decreases in warm-season pan evaporation at sites in the Central Valley during 1951–2002 [Hobbins et al., 2004]. These agricultural trends appear distinct from the well-known global declines in pan evaporation that appear to have been caused by pollution-induced solar dimming during the 1950s–1980s and reductions in wind speed [Roderick et al., 2009]. While long-term records of insolation and wind speed are sparse in CA, those that exist indicate insignificant wind trends of inconsistent sign [Pryor et al., 2009; Pryor and Ledolter, 2010] and twentieth century insolation decreases that were too small to substantially affect statewide mean PET, similar to prior findings in Australia [Roderick et al., 2007].

Figure 1h shows all 432 records of JJA PDSIsc for 1901–2014 (128 records extend through 2014). Colors in Figure 1h indicate the precipitation product; spread among colors reflects disagreement among precipitation products and spread within colors reflects disagreement among PET products. All records indicate that 2014 JJA PDSIsc was the lowest on record (–4.64 to –3.67), with 25–37% of CA experiencing record-breaking drought locally. The year 2014 had the highest proportion of record-breaking drought area on record for all data sets, with the most severe anomalies centered in the southern Central Valley and the central and southern CA coasts (Figures 2a and 2b).

Considering 3 year running average PDSIsc, 2012–2014 JJA drought intensity was found to be similar to, but generally not as severe as, that of 2007–2009 when averaged across CA, regardless of data sets used (Figure S1h). The similarity of mean PDSIsc during these two periods is interesting given that WY 2012–2014 had the lowest precipitation total on record and PET levels were comparable during each period. The difference
was in the timing of precipitation. Unlike the 2012–2014 drought, which intensified over time, the 2007–2009 drought was most intense at the onset and the moisture deficit established in 2007 partially propagated into 2008 and 2009. Additionally, spring months for WY 2012–2014 were generally wetter than WY 2007–2009, contributing to soil moisture at a critical time immediately prior to summer (Figure S2).

The finding that the 2012–2014 PDSIsc was not as severe as that of 2007–2009 conflicts with prior findings based on NOAA PDSI (which is based on VOSE precipitation and temperature) that 2012–2014 was the most severe 3 year drought on record in CA [Griffin and Anchukaitis, 2014; Robeson, 2015]. This is attributable to the NOAA calculation of PDSI, which amplifies the effect of extreme heat anomalies in 2014 via the Thornthwaite PET equation (Figures S3 and S4). Importantly, while our calculations indicate that 2012–2014 was probably not a record-breaking drought event when averaged across CA, 2012–2014 drought severity was record breaking in much of the agriculturally important Central Valley (Figure 2c). In contrast, drought in 2007–2009 was most severe in the sparsely populated and already dry desert region of southeastern CA.

PDSIsc does not account for snowpack effects, which are important for human water supply, and our calculations of statewide PDSIsc may therefore not always accurately reflect drought from the perspective of human water supply, which is disproportionately linked to the Sierra Nevada Mountains. For that region, Mao et al. [2015] used the Variable Infiltration Capacity (VIC) hydrologic model [Liang et al., 1994] to simulate hydrological dynamics during 1920–2014. Using the Mao et al. [2015] meteorological forcing to calculate PDSIsc for the Sierra Nevada Mountains, we find strong agreement ($r = 0.93$) with VIC JJA soil moisture (Figure S5). VIC soil moisture nevertheless indicates slightly more severe drought than PDSIsc during the most extreme drought years, likely due to early disappearance of snowpack [e.g., Mote, 2006; Mankin and Diffenbaugh, 2015] and subsequently reduced spring and summer melt-driven soil moisture inputs (Figure S6). Given that the calculation of PDSIsc neglects snowpack and therefore cannot capture the effect of early snowmelt on summer soil moisture, the warming effect on summer PDSIsc presented in the next section is likely conservative for snow-dominated areas.

Figure 3. Contributions of precipitation and PET to drought variability. (a) Annual and (b) 3 year running mean JJA PDSIsc records calculated when (blue) only precipitation is allowed to vary from the climatological mean and (orange) when both precipitation and PET vary. Thus, departures of the blue line from zero are due to precipitation variability and departures of the orange line from the blue line are due to PET variability. Shading between lines in Figures 3a and 3b indicate periods when (cyan) low PET reduces drought and (yellow) high PET intensifies drought. Percent contributions of precipitation and PET to the (c) 2014 and (d) 2012–2014 PDSIsc anomalies. The bars in the shaded area of Figures 3c and 3d break the contribution of PET into contributions from temperature ($T$) and nontemperature (other: humidity, wind, and solar). Time series and bars represent mean conditions across all combinations of climate data products and whiskers bound all values from all combinations of data products.
3.2. Effect of Warming on Recent Drought

Figures 3a and 3b compare PDSI_{sc} (orange) to an alternate calculation in which only precipitation varies and PET is held at its mean annual cycle (blue). While there is no long-term trend in precipitation-driven PDSI_{sc} since 1948 or 1901, trends in actual PDSI_{sc} are significant and negative ($p < 0.05$ according to Spearman’s Rho and Kendall’s Tau) due to increasing PET. During 2014 and 2012–2014, PET anomalies accounted for 22–32% and 24–37% of the JJA PDSI_{sc} anomalies, respectively (Figures 3c and 3d). Recalculating PDSI_{sc} considering the temperature and nontemperature components of PET separately, we find that the intensifying effect of high PET on recent drought was nearly entirely caused by warmth (Figures 3c and 3d). High temperatures accounted for 20–26% and 18–27% of the JJA PDSI_{sc} anomalies in 2014 and 2012–2014, respectively (Figures 3c and 3d).

The contribution of temperature is further separated into contributions from natural temperature variability and anthropogenic warming in Figure 4. Figures 4a and 4b show the WY temperature record and the four anthropogenic warming scenarios, which indicate an anthropogenic warming contribution in WY 2014 of 0.61–1.27°C relative to the 1931–1990 mean. The empirically derived trends suggest a weaker anthropogenic warming contribution in recent years than the CMIP5 trends because (1) the linear trend does not account for the nonlinear increase in anthropogenic forcing and (2) the 50 year low-pass filter trend indicates slowed warming in the past two decades that is partly due to our conservative smoothing approach and partly due to decadal climate variability. The CMIP5 trends represent the nonlinear increase in radiative forcing without being affected by decadal climate variability or smoothing artifacts. The similarity between the adjusted and unadjusted CMIP5 warming trends suggest that the CMIP5 provides a reasonable representation of the anthropogenic warming influence in CA despite having stronger warming trends than the conservatively designed empirical trends.

The contribution of temperature is further separated into contributions from natural temperature variability and anthropogenic warming in Figure 4. Figures 4a and 4b show the WY temperature record and the four anthropogenic warming scenarios, which indicate an anthropogenic warming contribution in WY 2014 of 0.61–1.27°C relative to the 1931–1990 mean. The empirically derived trends suggest a weaker anthropogenic warming contribution in recent years than the CMIP5 trends because (1) the linear trend does not account for the nonlinear increase in anthropogenic forcing and (2) the 50 year low-pass filter trend indicates slowed warming in the past two decades that is partly due to our conservative smoothing approach and partly due to decadal climate variability. The CMIP5 trends represent the nonlinear increase in radiative forcing without being affected by decadal climate variability or smoothing artifacts. The similarity between the adjusted and unadjusted CMIP5 warming trends suggest that the CMIP5 provides a reasonable representation of the anthropogenic warming influence in CA despite having stronger warming trends than the conservatively designed empirical trends.

Breaking the temperature contributions to PDSI_{sc} into anthropogenic and natural components, the four anthropogenic warming trends account for 5–18% of the JJA PDSI_{sc} anomaly in 2014 and 8–27% of the anomaly in 2012–2014 (Figures 4c and 4d). Despite differences in these relative contributions of warming
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